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Abstract Similar to loess-paleosol sequences in northwestern China, terrestrial sedimentary sequences
(red soils) in southern China also provide sensitive Quaternary records of subtropical/tropical paleoclimate
and paleoenvironment. Compared with red clay sequences originated from eolian dust, red soils derived
from bedrock have received little attention. In this study, a long core of red soil derived from weathered
basalt in northern Hainan Island, China, was systematically investigated by using detailed magnetic
measurements and rare earth element analyses. The results show that an extremely strong magnetic zone
with a maximum magnetic susceptibility (>10× 10�5m3 kg�1) is interbedded in the middle of the core
profile. This layer contains a significant amount of superparamagnetic magnetite/maghemite particles that
primarily originated from volcanic ash, with secondary contributions from pedogenesis. The former has an
average grain size of ~19 nm with a normal distribution of volume, and the latter has a much wider grain size
distribution. The presence of volcanic ash within the red soil indicates that these Quaternary basalts were
not formed by continuous volcanic eruptions. Moreover, the magnetic enhancement patterns differ
between the upper and lower zones. The upper zone is more magnetically enhanced and experienced
higher precipitation and temperature than the lower zone. Discrimination of superparamagnetic particles
originating from pedogenic processes and volcanic ash thus provides a sound theoretical base for accurate
interpretation of magnetism in red soils in this region.

1. Introduction

The interbedded loess/paleosol sequences on the Chinese Loess Plateau (CLP) contain a magnetic record of
Quaternary paleoclimate and, in particular, of the evolution of the East Asia Summer/Winter Monsoon
(EASM), as well as paleoprecipitation [Liu et al., 2007; Liu and Ding, 1998; Maher and Thompson, 1999;
Maher et al., 1994]. Under aerobic conditions, the magnetism of topsoils is generally enhanced due to the
in situ pedogenic formation of secondary ultrafine ferrimagnetic minerals [Maher and Taylor, 1988; Zhou
et al., 1990], which is directly related to climatic conditions and, especially, precipitation [Balsam et al.,
2011; Florindo et al., 1999a, 1999b; Han et al., 1996; Hyland et al., 2015; Jordanova et al., 2016; Liu et al.,
1995; Maher, 1998; Maher and Thompson, 1995; Maher et al., 1994].

In addition to the loess/paleosol sequences on the CLP in northwestern China, red soils that contain abun-
dant hematite (Hm) are widespread in tropical regions of China (south and east of the Yangtze River and
Tibetan Plateau, respectively), covering an area of ~2 × 106 km2 [Huang et al., 1996; C. Liu et al., 2010].
These red soils are formerly known as Laterites and are now classed as Ferralsols and Plinthosols (World
Reference Base for Soil Resources) or oxisols (U.S. Department of Agriculture Soil Taxonomy) [Chesworth,
2008].The red soil sequences also provide sensitive Quaternary records of paleoclimate and paleoenviron-
ment in these regions [C. Liu et al., 2012; Zhang et al., 2007, 2009]. The parent materials for these reddish
sequences are eolian dust, bedrock, or other residual materials. Soils are formed by the weathering of these
parent materials, and their physical and chemical properties are controlled by various factors, including the
texture and structure of the parent material, climate, organisms, topography, and time [Jenny, 1941].
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Climate has a large influence on the physical and chemical properties of red soils. In cold anddry regions, only
rock debris can be formed. For example, Chevrier et al. [2006] reported that only a ~3 cm thick layer of Jurassic
basalt was altered by neoformation of maghemite (Mgh) and (oxy)hydroxides during slow weathering in the
cold and arid climate of Antarctica. However, the depth of soil developed on basalt can reach several meters
in subtropical regions [Brimhall et al., 1991; Eggleton et al., 1987; Su et al., 2015]. In tropical regions, red soils
can even reach depths of >20m due to extreme weathering and the warm-humid climate [Huang et al.,
1996;Ma et al., 2007] and thus have the potential to record high-resolution paleoclimatic signals.

Pedogenic ferrimagnetic minerals accumulate from a minimum mean annual precipitation (MAP) of
~200mm/yr to a maximum MAP of ~1200mm/yr and are then gradually dissolved or altered as the MAP
increases and, finally, cease accumulation at a MAP of ~2200mm/yr [Balsam et al., 2011]. In tropical regions,
precipitation is higher than the threshold (~1200mm/yr), and fine magnetic minerals are easily altered,
meaning the origins and transformations of magnetic minerals become complicated. For example, Maher
and Thompson [1995] argued that pedogenic susceptibility of soil peaks at a MAP of ~1200mm/yr and then
decreases above that due to the transformation of strong ferrimagnetic to weak antiferromagnetic minerals.
Subsequently, Han et al. [1996] documented that the χ values of topsoil rise with increasing MAP and mean
annual temperature (MAT) in temperate and semiarid regions, whereas they decrease with increasing MAP
and MAT in subtropical and tropical regions. Recently, Long et al. [2011] investigated a set of Ferralsols
derived from basalt with MAP from 1440 to 2020mm/yr and MAT of ~24°C in northern Hainan Island and
found that χ negatively correlates with MAP.

In tropical regions, the balance between mineral production and dissolution determines the end-product
nature of pedogenic minerals. Given that the red soil derived from parent rocks in tropical regions can reach
a depth of >20m, the magnetic properties of such soil change dramatically with depth. For example, Van
Dam et al. [2008] documented that magnetic properties of basaltic substrate soils in tropical Hawaii generally
increase with increasing soil development. However, Ouyang et al. [2015] studied a 4.5m long weathered
basalt section from a location with a MAP of ~1500mm/yr and suggested that the coarse (pseudo-single
domain; PSD) magnetic particles in the parent basalt were transformed into SD particles in the middle of
the section and superparamagnetic (SP) and SD particles in the upper part. Although fine magnetic particles
were formed, the topsoil had a lower χ than the parent basalt. Recently, Long et al. [2015] investigated the
magnetic properties of three red Ferralsols from localities with MAP from 1440 to 1650mm/yr and noted that
χ is generally 3–20 times higher than that of unweathered basalt and ferrimagnetic material becomes
enriched as the hematite (Hm) content increases in the profile. Due to soil drainage and leaching processes,
magnetic properties differ greatly among these red soils, despite their similar parent material. As such,
magnetic investigations of tropical soils can further our understanding of the origin and transformation of
magnetic minerals in humid-warm conditions.

In this study, detailed magnetic and rare earth element (REE) analysis was conducted on a strong magnetic
zone and its adjacent lower and upper zones from a long core of red soil (~50m, and the top is Ferralsol)
developed on basalt from northern Hainan Island, China. The objectives of this study were to (1) characterize
the magnetic mineralogy of the highly magnetic zone and its two adjacent zones, (2) understand the
mechanisms of magnetic enhancement in these three different zones and the mineral transformations dur-
ing pedogenesis under extreme weathering, and (3) reconstruct the paleoenvironmental conditions during
red soil formation.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Site and Samples

Hainan is separated by the Qiongzhou Strait from Leizhou Peninsula of Guangdong Province and is the sec-
ond largest island in China. Given the high topography in central Hainan, most of its rivers originate in the
central area and flow radially in various directions (Figure 1). The Chengmai (CM) profile (19.77°N, 110°E) is
located ~4 km north of Chengmai County and ~35 km southwest of Haikou, which is the capital of Hainan
Province. The climate of CM is tropical with high temperature and precipitation. The MAP is 1760mm/yr
and MAT is 23.7°C, with evaporation of 1830mm/yr (mean value from 1959 to 2008 and data is from China
Meteorological Administration). The topography of sampling site is horizontal. Due to the EASM, ~80% of
annual precipitation occurs from May to October.
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All samples were obtained from a
55m long core of weathered basalt
at intervals of 10 cm. The collected
samples were dried at 40°C, gently
crushed, homogenized, wrapped in
polycarbonate preservative film, and
packed into weakly diamagnetic,
cubic, plastic sample holders (8 cm3)
for further magnetic measurements.

2.2. Methods

Low-field mass-specific magnetic
susceptibility (χ) measurements were
conducted by using a multifunction
kappabridge (MFK-FA) at three oper-
ating frequencies (976, 3904, and
15,616Hz) in a magnetic field of
200 Am�1. χFD was used as a proxy
for the presence of ultrafine-grained
(<0.01μm) magnetic minerals and
defined as χFD = χLF� χHF [Dearing
et al., 1996b] (χLF and χHF are the sus-
ceptibility measured at low and high
frequencies, respectively). In this
study, the low and high frequencies
applied to the χ measurements were
976 and 15,616Hz, respectively. χFD
% defined as χFD%= (χLF� χHF)/χLF
× 100% is controlled by both the
grain size distribution (GSD) of SP

and SD particles and by the relative concentrations of SP, SD, and PSD particles [Eyre, 1997; Liu et al.,
2005a; Worm, 1998].

Anhysteretic remanent magnetization (ARM) is sensitive to SD particles [Banerjee et al., 1981; King et al., 1982]
and was obtained with a D-2000 alternating demagnetizer with an alternating field of 100mT and a super-
imposed bias field of 0.05mT. Saturation isothermal remanent magnetization (SIRM) was produced with an
IM-10-30 pulse magnetizer at a magnetic field of 1 T. Both ARM and SIRM were measured with an AGICO
JR-6A spinner magnetometer. The ARM/SIRM ratio can be used to reveal the grain size of magnetic particles
without the influence of SP particles, and a low ratio indicates a small grain size [Q. Liu et al., 2012]. After
measurement of SIRM, a 0.3 T backfield was imposed to acquire the S-ratio and HIRM. The S-ratio
(S-ratio = IRM�0.3 T/SIRM) was used to estimate the relative content of ferrimagnets (e.g., magnetite; Mgt)
versus antiferromagnets (e.g., Hm). The HIRM (HIRM= 0.5 × (SIRM+ IRM�0.3 T)) is an indicator of the absolute
content of antiferromagnets.

Room temperature hysteresis loops, IRM, backfield demagnetization, and first-order reversal curves (FORCs)
were measured by using a Princeton Vibrating Sample Magnetometer (MicroMag 3900). The saturation field
was 1 T with a field step of 5mT and an averaging time of 200ms. Hysteresis parameters such as coercivity
(Bc), remanence magnetization (Mrs), and saturation magnetization (Ms) were calculated after subtracting
the high-field paramagnetic contributions. Remanence coercivity (Bcr) was obtained from the backfield
demagnetization curves. The IRM acquisition curves were measured by using the logarithmic sweep mode
with an initial field of 1mT and a total of 80 measurement points. IRM curves of selected samples were
unmixed into different coercivity components through cumulative log-Gaussian analysis [Heslop et al.,
2002; Kruiver et al., 2001; Robertson and France, 1994]. FORC data [Pike et al., 1999; Roberts et al., 2000;
Roberts et al., 2014] were measured with a maximum field of 1 T and averaging time of 200ms. A total of

Figure 1. Location map showing the sampling site on Hainan Island; CM is
the study site.
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120–200 partial hysteresis loops were measured. FORC diagrams were processed by using Forcinel v1.18 with
a smoothing factor (SF) between 3 and 5 [Harrison and Feinberg, 2008].

The high-temperature dependent susceptibility curve (χ-T) is sensitive to subtle changes in magnetic miner-
als during thermal treatments and has been used as a routine rock magnetic tool to identify the magnetic
mineralogy through Curie temperatures [Evans and Heller, 2003]. χ-Tmeasurements were conducted by using
an MFK-FA coupled with a high-temperature attachment. The temperature was cycled from room tempera-
ture to 700°C.

Low-temperature measurements were conducted by using a Quantum Design magnetic property measure-
ment system (MPMS XL-5) in the Paleomagnetism and Chronology Laboratory, Institute of Geology and
Geophysics, Chinese Academy of Sciences, Beijing, China. Zero-field cooling (ZFC) and field cooling (FC)
curves were measured between 10 and 300 K, with a sweep rate of 5 K/min. Samples were cooled to 10 K
in a zero field (ZFC measurements) or a 2.5 T (FC measurements) field first, and then a 2.5 T field was applied
to obtain a low-temperature SIRM. After the field was switched off, the warming SIRM measurements were
performed from 10 to 300 K at a zero field. ZFC measurements were carried out before FC measurements.
Alternating current (AC) magnetic susceptibility was measured between 5 and 300 K at 5 K intervals at fre-
quencies of 1, 10, and 100Hz, and the temperature dependence of χFD was calculated as the difference of
χ1Hz� χ10Hz and χ1Hz� χ100Hz. The temperature dependence of χFD was first used to estimate the size distri-
bution of pedogenic magnetic particles by Liu et al. [2005a], and the corresponding temperature with max-
imum χFD can be interpreted as the average grain size.

For trace element analysis, the selected bulk samples were crushed to power and then dried at 105°C to
remove absorbed water. The dried samples were baked at 700°C for 4 h to remove organic material and then
digested in a mixed solution of nitric acid + hydrofluoric acid. Trace elements were measured by using a
Perkin-Elmer Elan 6000 inductively coupled plasma–mass spectrometer with a detection limit of ~10 ppb
and errors of less than 5%, at Guangzhou Institute of Geochemistry, Chinese Academy of Sciences
(GIGCAS), Guangzhou, China. In this study, the REE concentrations were normalized to post-Archean
Australian shale (PAAS) [Nance and Taylor, 1976].

3. Results
3.1. Variations in Rock Magnetic Parameters With Depth

The studied red soil core can be divided into an upper zone (UZ; 20.0–22.0m), a strongly magnetic zone
(SMZ; 22.0–23.8m), and a lower zone (LZ; 23.8–25.9m) (Figure 2 and Table 1). χ is routinely used to indi-
cate the concentration of ferrimagnetic minerals in environmental samples [Dearing et al., 1996b;
Thompson and Oldfield, 1986]. In this study, the parent material (CM-44.7) is less weathered and contains
a few fine magnetic particles with χ of 104.3 × 10�8m3 kg�1 and χFD% of only 2.5% (Figure 2 and
Table 1). χ changes dramatically with depth from ~500–2300× 10�8m3 kg�1 in the UZ, to more than
10,000 × 10�8m3 kg�1 at 23.0m (CM-23.0) in the SMZ (Figure 2b) and to ~200–900× 10�8m3 kg�1 in the
LZ. The χ of CM-23.0 is about 36 times higher than the maximum χ of Luochuan loess (located in the fifth
paleosol sequence, and the maximum value is 275 × 10�8m3 kg�1), which is one of the highest susceptibil-
ity measurements of natural soil. Possible explanations for the extremely high χ from 22.0 to 23.8m
(shaded zone in Figure 2b) include the presence of biogenic fine-grained Mgt, volcanic tephra, and pedo-
genesis. The rock magnetic parameters from 20.0 to 25.9m were investigated in detail to better under-
stand the magnetic mineralogy in the SMZ (Figures 2b–2i).

χFD is an indicator of fine magnetic particles near the SP/SD threshold [Dearing et al., 1996b; Q. Liu et al., 2012;
Worm, 1998] and displays similar variations to χ. χFD is up to ~1200 × 10�8m3 kg�1 in the SMZ, and the aver-
age χFD in the SMZ is about 3 and 18 times higher than that in the UZ and LZ, respectively (Figure 2c). χFD%
generally decreases with increasing depth, ranging between ~5% and 23%. In the UZ, χFD% is elevated in its
middle section, changing from ~12% to 23%. In the SMZ, χFD% decreases downward from ~16% to 5%, with a
mean value of 10.4% (Figure 2d). In the LZ, χFD% is relatively low and constant (7.8%± 1%) (Table 1). χFD% is
controlled by both GSD and the concentration of particles near the SP/SD threshold (~20–25 nm) [Eyre, 1997;
Liu et al., 2005a;Worm, 1998]. Low χFD% (<15%) is attributed to low concentrations of SP particles, broad GSD,
or a bimodal GSD [Worm, 1998].
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ARM is sensitive to SD particles [Evans and Heller, 2003] and generally increases down-core (Figure 2e). Ms is
independent of grain size and is an excellent indicator of the concentration of magnetic minerals [Q. Liu et al.,
2012; Thompson and Oldfield, 1986].Ms values are remarkably high in the SMZ due to the abundance of mag-
netic minerals (Figure 2g). SIRM, which is used to estimate the concentration of large magnetic particles (SD,
PSD, and MD), is relatively constant throughout the core, apart from the high value at ~25.2m. This high SIRM
value is due to the presence of SD particles, as ARM also shows a high value at ~25.2m. The relatively high
values of ARM/SIRM in the SMZ indicate the small grain size of themagnetic minerals above the SP/SD thresh-
old (Figure 2k).

HIRM, which is a semiquantitative proxy for Hm content, displays relatively low values below depths of 22.1m
(SMZ and LZ), but high values in the UZ, particularly in the intervals 20.2–21.2 and 21.6–22.0m (Figure 2i). The
S-ratio of the parent material (0.94) is higher than that of the studied core (0.64) (Table 1), suggesting that the
relative concentration of antiferromagnetic minerals increased during pedogenesis. The S-ratio values are
relatively constant in the SMZ (0.81) and LZ (0.84), indicating the dominance of ferrimagnets and a consider-
able amount of Hm [Thompson and Oldfield, 1986]. In the UZ, the S-ratio values vary from �0.25 to 0.68,
reflecting high concentrations of Hm, which is also consistent with the high HIRM and Bcr in this zone
(Figures 2g, 2i, and 2j).

3.2. IRM Acquisition Curves and Unmixing Components

IRM acquisition curves and coercivity component unmixing results for typical samples are displayed in
Figure 3, which shows three different patterns. The curves in the SMZ (CM-22.6, CM-23.0, and CM-23.5) get
~90% of the SIRM when the applied field is 0.1 T and almost ~97% at 0.3 T (Figures 3b1, 3c1, and 3d1). This
behavior indicates the dominance of “soft” magnetic minerals. For the parent material (CM-44.7), the IRM
curve gets ~60% of SIRM at 0.1 T and ~97% at 0.3 T (Figure 3f1). IRM curves for samples CM-21.1 and CM-
24.6 exhibit similar behavior, reaching 80% and 90% of SIRM at 0.3 T, respectively, and then generally increase
from 0.3 to 1 T, suggesting a dominance of both “hard” and “soft” magnetic minerals (Figures 3a1 and 3e1).

IRM acquisition curves can be decomposed into curves for individual magnetic minerals with the half
saturated field (B1/2) and dispersion parameter (DP), based on cumulative log-Gaussian (CLG) analysis
[Heslop et al., 2002; Kruiver et al., 2001; Robertson and France, 1994]. Detailed unmixing results for the IRM
acquisition curves of typical samples are shown in Table 2 and Figure 3. IRM curves for samples from the

Figure 2. Variations in magnetic parameters with depth. The studied red soil is divided into an upper zone (UZ; 20.0–22.0m), a strongly magnetic zone
(SMZ; 22.0–23.8m), and a lower zone (LZ; 23.8–25.9m).
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Figure 3. Isothermal remanent magnetization (IRM) curves and their unmixed CLG components for typical samples. The term CM-21.1, as an example, denotes that
the sample was collected between 21.0 and 21.1m depth.
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SMZ (CM-22.6, CM-23.0, and CM-23.5) unmixed into four components: (1) very low coercivity (5–10mT)
component 1, (2) low coercivity (25–36mT) component 2, (3) medium coercivity component 3
(178–251mT), and (4) high coercivity (631–891mT) component 4. Samples from the UZ (CM-21.1) and LZ
(CM-24.6) have three of these components but lack component 3 (Table 2 and Figure 3). The parent
material (CM-44.7) is unmixed into three components but did not contain the very low coercivity
component 1 (Table 2).

Components 1 and 2 represent the same magnetic minerals with different grain sizes (Table 2). The former is
SP Mgt (Mgh) just above the SP/SD threshold (~20–25 nm), which displays SD behavior as the measurement
time was less than the thermal relaxation time [Heslop et al., 2004]. The latter is SDMgt (Mgh), which accounts
for the most of the SIRM (46%–76%).

Component 3 with a B1/2 of 100mT in the parent material (69% of the SIRM) is PSD low-titanium titanomag-
netite (TM). The coercive force of ~100 nm sized Mgt increases from 25 to 50mT with a 10% increase in Ti
content [Dunlop and Özdemir, 1997], which can explain the high Bcr of PSD TM observed in this study.
Ouyang et al. [2015] also identified a component with B1/2 of 101mT as titanium-poor TM in samples from
the bottom of a weathered basalt profile in the same area. Moreover, the TC of TM decreases as the concen-
tration of Ti increases and drops to 565°C with a 10% increase in Ti content [Dunlop and Özdemir, 1997; Jiang
et al., 2016; O’Reilly, 1984].

Component 3 with a B1/2 of ~200mT in samples from the SMZ (CM-22.6, CM-23.0, and CM-23.5) is fine-
grained pedogenic Hm (Table 2). Ouyang et al. [2015] suggested that a component with B1/2 of ~200mT
was pedogenic Hm in a profile of weathered basalt. This component is also present in red clay [Nie et al.,
2014] and loess [Hu et al., 2013] on the CLP.

The high coercivity (B1/2 of 631–891mT) component 4 is present in all samples, and it only contributes <4%
of the SIRM to the samples from the SMZ and parent material (Table 2). Such a high coercivity can only be
attributed to antiferromagnetic minerals (Hm or Gt). Hu et al. [2013] characterized the magnetic mineralogy
in Luochuan loess combining chemical dissolution, DRS, andmagnetic techniques and found that detrital Hm
has a B1/2 of ~1 T. Gt has an average Bcr of ~3.4 T and thus cannot reach saturation in a low field [Peters, 2003].
Therefore, the high coercivity component 4 is considered to be SD Hm.

3.3. Hysteresis Loops, Day Plot, and First-Order Reversal Curve Diagrams

The hysteresis loop and its four parameters (Bc, Bcr, Ms, and Mrs) are useful diagnostic tools to investigate the
mineralogy and grain size of geological samples [Dunlop and Özdemir, 1997; Roberts et al., 1995]. The hyster-
esis loop of CM-21.1 in Figure 4a is obviously wasp-waisted, indicating the coexistence of at least two mag-
netic mineral components with strongly contrasting coercivities [Roberts et al., 1995]. The hysteresis loops of
CM-22.6, CM-23.0, and CM-23.5 indicate small coercivities and imply the presence of a large amount of SP

Table 2. Detailed Unmixing Results of IRM Acquisition Curves for Typical Samplesa

CM-21.1 CM-22.6 CM-23.0 CM-23.5 CM-24.6 CM-44.7
SIRM (10�3 Am2 kg�1) 67.75 53.6 54.47 142.23 65.58 46.92

Component 1 B1/2 (mT) 6.3 5.6 5.0 8.9 10.0
%SIRM 9.0 16.4 14.5 15.3 9.3
DP 0.31 0.31 0.28 0.35 0.28

Component 2 B1/2 (mT) 27.5 26.3 25.1 26.3 35.5 31.6
%SIRM 46.1 72.6 76.4 76.4 63.5 29.2
DP 0.29 0.29 0.28 0.25 0.25 0.31

Component 3 B1/2 (mT) 251.2 223.9 177.8 100.0
%SIRM 7.3 7.3 5.6 69.7
DP 0.30 0.20 0.24 0.26

Component 4 B1/2 (mT) 891.3 794.3 891.3 891.3 631.0 707.9
%SIRM 44.9 3.6 1.8 2.8 27.2 3.1
DP 0.65 0.32 0.20 0.20 0.69 0.4

aB1/2 is the field for the component to acquire half SIRM; %SIRM is the contribution of the component to the total
SIRM; DP is the dispersion parameter, describing the coercivity distribution of the component.
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Figure 4. (a–f) Hysteresis loops for six selected samples. (g) Day plot for selected samples from 20.1 to 25.9m depth (the
background plot is from Dunlop [2002]). The red diamonds denote samples from the UZ (20.0–22.0m). The black trian-
gles denote samples from the SMZ (22.0–23.8m). The purple circles are samples from the UZ (23.8–25.9m). The blue star is
the parent material (CM-44.7). The values annotated by symbols are sampling depths (e.g., 23.0 means that sample CM-23.0
was collected between 22.9 and 23.0m depth).
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particles (Figures 4b–4d). The coercivities of CM-24.6 and CM-44.7 are much larger than those of the other
samples, suggesting the presence of relatively “hard” minerals (Figures 4e and 4f).

Day plot shows the ratio of saturation remanence to saturation magnetization (Mrs/Ms) versus the ratio of
coercivity of remanence to coercivity (Bcr/Bc), which is used to determine the domain state of geological sam-
ples dominated by Mgt and/or TM [Day et al., 1977; Dunlop, 2002]. The Day plot for selected samples is dis-
played in Figure 4g. Samples in the SMZ (22.0–23.8m) and UZ (20.0–22.0m) are located in the SP+ SD region,
as defined byDunlop [2002]. As illustrated in Figure 4g, the samples in the SMZ containmore SP particles than
the other samples, particularly for samples at depths of about 23.0m (>80%). In the SMZ, the concentration
of SP particles first increases and then decreases with increasing depth. Among all the studied samples, CM-
23.0 contains the most SP particles. Samples in the LZ (23.8–25.9m), along with the parent material (CM44.7),
plot in the PSD region, although close to the SD region.

FORC diagrams are a useful tool to identify the presence or absence of magnetostatic interactions and the
contributions of SP, SD, PSD, and MD grains to the magnetization of a sample without the ambiguities of
hysteresis data [Pike et al., 1999; Roberts et al., 2000, 2014]. FORC diagrams for selected samples are displayed
in Figure 5. FORC diagrams for CM-23.0 (Mrs/Ms=0.03; Bcr/Bc=25.6) are shown in Figure 5c and display an
obvious peak near the origin and a subtle elongate contour along the Hu= 0 axis, indicating the presence
of noninteracting SD particles and dominant SP particles [Roberts et al., 2000]. Samples CM21.1
(Mrs/Ms=0.31; Bcr/Bc=15.1), CM-22.6 (Mrs/Ms= 0.03; Bcr/Bc= 18.7), CM-23.5 (Mrs/Ms= 0.11; Bcr/Bc= 5.1), and
CM-24.6 (Mrs/Ms=0.26; Bcr/Bc=2.1) have similar FORC diagrams as sample CM-23.0. There are peaks near
the origin and secondary peaks centered on the Hu= 0 axis at ~10–20mT, which have more obvious contours
than those of CM-23.0, indicating that the relative concentration of noninteracting SD particles is high
(Figures 5a, 5b, 5d, and 5e). In particular, CM-24.6 is dominated by SD particles with the clearest peaks
centered at ~18mT. The FORC diagrams for the parent material CM-44.7 (Mrs/Ms= 0.3; Bcr/Bc=2.07) have
two peaks that are centered near the origin and on the Hu=0 axis at ~15mT (Figure 5f). There are also asym-
metric diverging contours that extend toward ~80–100mT to the right of the diagrams, indicating the

Figure 5. FORC diagrams for selected samples: (a) CM-21.1, n = 150, and field spacing (FS) = 1.1mT; (b) CM-22.6, n = 150,
and FS = 0.8mT; (c) CM-23.0, n = 120, and FS = 0.4mT; (d) CM-23.5, n = 150, and FS = 0.5mT; (e) CM-24.6, n = 150, and
FS = 1.0mT; (f) CM-44.7, n = 120, and FS = 2.2mT. All the smoothing factors (SFs) were estimated by FORCinel v1.18
[Harrison and Feinberg, 2008].
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presence of PSD particles. Therefore, the parent material (CM-44.7) contains SP, SD, and PSD particles [Roberts
et al., 2000, 2014].

3.4. High-Temperature χ-T Curves

χ-T curves for three typical samples (CM-23.0, CM-24.6, and CM-44.7) are shown in Figure 6. The χ-T curves of
CM-23.0 were measured in both air and argon. All the heating curves drop sharply and the cooling curves
increase abruptly at ~580°C, indicating the presence of Mgt. For sample CM-44.7, the Mgt is probably
titanium-poor. Basalts from northern Hainan Island generally contain primary (titano-)magnetite [Ho et al.,
2000; Ma et al., 2007; Ouyang et al., 2015]. The TC of TM decreases as the concentration of Ti increases and
drops to 565°C with an increase in Ti content of 10% [Dunlop and Özdemir, 1997; Jiang et al., 2016;
O’Reilly, 1984].

In argon, the values of cooling curve for CM-23.0 are higher than those the heating curve, indicating the for-
mation of strongly magnetic minerals during heating (Figure 6a). The cooling curve decreased from 120°C to
room temperature due to the blocking of SP to SD particles that formed during heating [Deng et al., 2000; Liu
et al., 2005b]. However, in air, the cooling curve for CM-23.0 is lower than the heating curve, suggesting the
oxidation of Mgt and/or thermal conversion of Mgh to weakly magnetic Hm. Whether in air or argon, χ values
of heating curves for CM-23.0 gradually decrease from room temperature to ~580°C, indicating the
dominance of SP particles whose χ is inversely proportional to temperature (χsp =μ0VMs

2/3kT, where μ0 is
the permeability of free space and k is Boltzmann’s constant) [Dunlop and Özdemir, 1997].

For samples CM-24.6 and CM-44.7, the slight increase in χ from room temperature to about 280°C is attribu-
ted to the unblocking of SDmagnetic particles [Q. Liu et al., 2010; Liu et al., 2005b], and the decrease from 280
to 450°C is due to the thermal conversion of strongly magnetic Mgh into weakly magnetic Hm [Deng et al.,
2000; Liu et al., 2005b]. The values for the cooling curve of CM-24.6 are slightly higher than those of the

Figure 6. χ-T curves for typical samples: (a) CM-23.0 in argon, (b) CM-23.0 in air, (c) CM-24.6 in argon, and (d) CM-44.7 in
argon.
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heating curve, which can be attributed to the neoformation of ferrimagnetic minerals (e.g., Mgt) during the
thermal treatment [Deng et al., 2000; Q. Liu et al., 2005b, 2010]. However, the χ values of the cooling curve for
the parent material (CM-44.7) are lower than those of the heating curve, indicating that no or few new mag-
netic minerals formed and that at the same time, a considerable amount of strongly magnetic Mgh converted
to Hm.

3.5. Low-Temperature ZFC/FC Curves and AC Susceptibility

Low-temperature SIRM warming curves for CM-23.0 after ZFC and FC treatment are displayed in Figure 7a.
The ZFC and FC curves are almost identical. The remanence shows a rapid decrease below 150 K and then
a more gradual decline to room temperature, due to the unblocking of SD into SP particles [Q. Liu et al.,
2012; Moskowitz et al., 1993]. No Verwey transition is evident in the ZFC (or FC) curves and their derivative
curves (Figures 7a and 7b). This is typical of superparamagnetism and consistent with the high χFD values
for these samples (i.e., the presence of SP particles) [Moskowitz et al., 1993]. δFC/δZFC is used to identify bio-
genic magnetite (>2) [Moskowitz et al., 1993], and a value of about 1 for CM-23.0 indicates that no biogenic
magnetite is present.

Temperature-dependent magnetic susceptibility (χ) at 1, 10, and 100Hz for sample CM-23.0 is shown in
Figure 7c. χ values at 1, 10, and 100Hz first increase and then decrease with increasing temperature. The tem-
peratures that correspond to the maximum χ shift higher values with increasing frequency are at ~200, 220,
and 240 K, respectively (Figure 7c). The low-temperature χFD variations (χFD-T curves) for sample CM-23.0 are
shown in Figure 7d. χFD gradually increases with increasing temperature, and then decreases. χFD between 1
and 10Hz and 1 and 100Hz peak at ~150 K. The peak χFD value between 1 and 100Hz is higher than that
between 1 and 10Hz, due to the wider range of grain size indicated by χFD (1–100Hz). Liu et al. [2005a] pro-
posed that the low-temperature χFD-T curve can be interpreted as an analog of the GSD of SP pedogenic par-
ticles and found that the dominant magnetic grain size of Chinese loess/paleosol samples lies just above the
SP/SD boundary (~20–25 nm) with a fixed GSD. More importantly, the GSDs of fine-grained pedogenic

Figure 7. Low-temperature magnetic properties of CM-23.0: (a) zero-field cooling (ZFC) and field-cooling curves (FC); (b) first-order derivative curves (FORCs) of ZFC
and FC; (c) low-temperature AC magnetic susceptibility at 1, 10, and 100 Hz; (d) low-temperature χFD-T (1–10 and 1–100 Hz); (e) normalized low-temperature χFD-T
plot for CM-23.0, paleosol samples on the CLP [Liu et al., 2005a], and B-horizon samples from modern soil profiles with MAP from 500 to 1300mm/yr [Liu et al.,
2013]; and (f) normalized volume distribution of CM-23.0 unmixed into one GSD with a normal distribution of volume and the other GSD described by Liu et al.
[2005a] and Liu et al. [2013].
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magnetic particles in loess/paleosols [Liu et al., 2005a], red clay [Nie et al., 2008], and modern soils [Liu et al.,
2013] are similar and independent of the degree of pedogenesis. However, the low-temperature χFD-T curve
of sample CM-23.0 displays a different pattern with peaks at ~150 K, indicating a different origin for fine-
grained pedogenic magnetic particles in the SMZ.

The low-temperature χFD-T curve (1 and 10Hz) of sample CM-23.0 can be translated into an average grain size
of ~19 nm for SP particles (Figures 7e and 7f) [Liu et al., 2005a]. As shown in Figure 7f, the χFD-T curve for CM-
23.0 has relatively high values in the right compared with the left and can be interpreted as the sum of SP
particles with two different GSDs: one is a primary fraction of SP Mgt (Mgh) with an average grain size of
~19 nm and a normal distribution, and the other is a secondary fraction of pedogenic Mgt (Mgh) with a
GSD similar to that described by Liu et al. [2005a].

3.6. Scatter Plots of Magnetic Parameters

In the UZ, χ correlates strongly with χFD (Figure 8a; R
2 = 0.97) but poorly with ARM and SIRM (Figures 8b and 8c;

R2 = 0.11 and 0.03, respectively). Similarly, in the SMZ, χ has a good correlation with χFD (Figure 8a; R2 = 0.65)
but poor negative correlations with ARM and SIRM (Figures 8b and 8c; R2 = 0.05 and 0.16, respectively).
However, in the LZ, χ displays significant correlations with χFD, ARM, and SIRM (Figures 8a–8c; R2 = 0.88,
0.76, and 0.72, respectively). Therefore, χ enhancement in the UZ and SMZ is caused mainly by SP particles
but in the LZ is attributed to both SP and SD particles.

χFD has a poor correlation with ARM in the UZ (Figure 8d; R2 = 0.18). However, χFD correlates well with ARM in
the LZ (Figure 8d; R2 = 0.85), suggesting that the relative concentrations of SP and SD particles produced dur-
ing pedogenesis are constant. The scatterplot of χ versus χFD/ARM can be used to evaluate the relative con-
tribution of SP and SD particles to magnetic enhancement. χFD/χARM ratios increase slightly (almost constant)
with χ (~200–500× 10�8m3 kg�1) in the LZ but increase rapidly with χ (~500–2500× 10�8m3 kg�1) in the UZ
(Figure 8e; R2 = 0.63 and 0.85, respectively).

ARM correlates well with SIRM in the UZ, SMZ, and LZ (Figure 8f; R2 = 0.31, 0.87, and 0.52, respectively). The
ARM/SIRM best fit slope for the UZ (0.0153) has the highest value, indicating that it has the smallest grain size
of magnetic particles above SP, followed by the SMZ (0.0116), and then the LZ (0.0067).

HIRM correlates negatively with the S-ratio in the UZ (Figure 8g; R2 = 0.82), indicating the conversion of ferri-
magnets (Mgt and Mgh) to Hm. As shown in Figures 8h and 8i, HIRM correlates negatively with χFD (ARM) in
the UZ (R2 = 0.53 and 0.19, respectively) but positively in the LZ (R2 = 0.41 and 0.22, respectively). However, in
the SMZ, there is no clear correlation between HIRM and χFD (Figure 8h; R2 = 0.05), given that pedogenic SP
particles only contribute a small part of the χFD, but SDmagnetic particles mainly originate from pedogenesis,
which thus results in a positive correlation between ARM and HIRM (Figure 8i; R2 = 0.23).

3.7. Summary of Magnetic Properties

The magnetic minerals in the parent material are dominant SD Mgt (Mgh) and PSD titanium-poor TM, along
with a small amount of SD Hm. The three studied zones are magnetically dominated by SP and SDMgt (Mgh);
in particular, the SMZ is controlled by SP Mgt (Mgh). There is no evidence for the existence of large magnetic
particles (PSD andMD). Pedogenic fine-grained Hm is only present in the SMZ. SD Hm is present in the SMZ at
extremely low concentrations but is present in the UZ at relatively high concentrations.

4. Discussion
4.1. Origin of the Magnetic Minerals

Under aerobic and free-draining conditions, the χ values of soil with initially weak magnetism are usually
enhanced due to the presence of fine-grained ferrimagnetic particles. Possible mechanisms for this include
(1) biogenic origins [Fassbinder et al., 1990; Lovley et al., 1987], (2) in situ and inorganic origins [Maher and
Taylor, 1988; Zhou et al., 1990], (3) wild fire [Le Borgne, 1960], and (4) fermentation [Le Borgne, 1955].

Biogenic Mgt generally involves two types of formation: extracellular formation of Mgt mediated by iron-
reducing bacteria (GS-15) [Lovley et al., 1987] and intracellular Mgt produced by microaerophilic assimilatory
bacteria (magnetotactic bacteria; MTB) [Fassbinder et al., 1990]. Mgt produced by iron-reducing bacteria
requires strictly anaerobic conditions and has an uncontrolled GSD that is <50 nm. Mgt mediated by MTB
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generally consists of chains of SD Mgt with diameters of 20–100 nm. Liu et al. [2005a] proposed that
postformation dissolution of biogenic SD particles could result in a smaller size but cannot produce a fixed
GSD. In the SMZ, the presence of Hm indicates aerobic conditions and that the magnetic enhancement is
due to SP Mgt (Mgh) with fixed GSDs. More importantly, the low-temperature criteria δFC/δZFC ratio is ~1,

Figure 8. (a) χ versus χFD (X0 is the x axis intercept); (b) χ versus ARM; (c) χ versus SIRM; (d) ARM versus χFD; (e) χ versus χFD/ARM; (f) ARM versus SIRM; (g) HIRM versus
S-ratio; (h) HIRM versus χFD; (i) HIRM versus ARM. The text on each graph provides details of the correlations.
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which is inconsistent with the production of biogenic magnetite in our samples [Moskowitz et al., 1993]. Thus,
biogenic mechanisms cannot account for the magnetic enhancement in the SMZ.

Weakly magnetic minerals (Hm and hydroxides) can be converted to strongly magnetic Mgt (Mgh) by wild
fire or crop burning in the presence of organic matter [Le Borgne, 1960]. It is believed that burning is insuffi-
cient to alter soil magnetism [Dearing et al., 1996a]. Moreover, burning effects are generally restricted to the
topsoil [Thompson and Oldfield, 1986] and do not affect the deeper soil horizons. Therefore, thermal transfor-
mation of weak magnetic minerals was not responsible for the magnetic enhancement of the SMZ.

Fermentation results in the anaerobic bacterial reduction of ferrihydrite to form SD Mgt (Mgh) with particle
diameters of <100 nm [Dearing et al., 1996a]. Organic matter can be a reductant for the formation of Mgt
from other Fe(III) minerals, such as hematite [Liu et al., 2005a]. Under inorganic conditions, in situ fine-grained
Mgt could form by the oxidation of Fe(II) [Maher and Taylor, 1988]. Dearing et al. [1996a] combined the
mechanisms of fermentation and in situ inorganic origins and proposed that ferrihydrite is formed in the pre-
sence of a strong Fe supply and reduced to Mgt, which may then be oxidized to Mgh. In other studies, mag-
netic enhancement has been attributed to Mgh formed from precursor ferrihydrite that was then
transformed into hematite [Barrón and Torrent, 2002; Michel et al., 2010; Torrent et al., 2006]. Fine-grained
Mgt (Mgh) that forms during pedogenesis is just above the SP/SD threshold with a fixed GSD and only
accounts for a small fraction of the magnetic enhancement in the SMZ (Figure 7f).

Considering that the studied area is located in a volcanic belt, the major fraction of SP particles in sample CM-
23.0 from the SMZ, which has a normal distribution of volumewith an average grain size of ~ 19nm (Figure 7f),
is identified as volcanic ash. As illustrated in the FORC diagrams (Figure 5), the magnetic particles in the SMZ
are noninteracting just as the volcanic samples reported by Worm and Jackson [1999] and Till et al. [2011].
Worm and Jackson [1999] demonstrated that the YuccaMountain Tuff contains model SP TM grains of distinct
sizes with a narrow GSD. The Yucca Mountain Tuff samples have an average grain size near the SP/SD thresh-
old and have a χFD% of ~30%. But one sample with a small average grain size has a χFD% value of zero and an
approximately normal volume distribution. The average grain size of SP magnetic particles in volcanic ash is
determined by its cooling rate. Till et al. [2011] investigated the magnetic properties of samples from the Tiva
Canyon Tuff and revealed that the grain size of magnetic particles changes progressively upward from SP
near the base to PSD near the top of the sampled section. A possible reason for the relatively fine grain size
of Mgh (Mgt) in the SMZ is that the air moisture around Hainan Island is high, which results in rapid cooling of
the volcanic ash.

The present study area is located in northern Hainan Island in the Lei-Qiong area, which is a Quaternary vol-
canic belt in China. This belt includes >100 extinct volcanoes and ~7300 km2 covering basalt [Fan et al.,
2004]. The eruptions in northern Hainan Island began in the early Eocene and were active in the
Pleistocene. The final eruptions (Leihuling and Maanling) took place in the Holocene [Fan et al., 2004]. The
eruptions of the Lei-Qiong volcanoes were important geological events in southern China, but the exact
timing of the volcanic events remains unclear, as primary minerals in the basalt have been largely altered
by intense weathering. More than 20 different schemes of volcanic stages have been proposed for this belt
[Fan et al., 2004]. Magnetic identification of volcanic ash in the middle of the weathered basalt profile
provides strong evidence that Quaternary basalts in northern Hainan Island were not formed by
continuous eruptions.

4.2. Magnetic Enhancement and Paleoenvironmental Implications

The parent material of the studied soil may have had a variable composition due to its long weathering his-
tory and the possibility that it originated from a number of different volcanic eruptions. The analyzed samples
from the three studied zones (UZ, SMZ, and LZ) have similar REE distributions, which implies a common geo-
chemical origin (Figure 9). However, the primary minerals in the SMZ originated mainly from volcanic ash,
resulting in the marked increase in χ and χFD. The UZ and LZ were formed from different volcanic eruption
stages. χ0 values (x axis intercept) from the χ-χFD plot for the UZ (147.3 × 10�8m3 kg�1) are much higher than
that for the LZ (13.6 × 10�8m3 kg�1) (Figure 8a). However, the x axis intercept (ARM0) in the scatterplot of
ARM-χFD for the LZ (3.4 × 10�3 Am2 kg�1) is higher than that for the UZ (nearly zero) (Figure 8d). Therefore,
the primary minerals in the LZ are mainly fine-grained SD particles with low χ, but in UZ, these are coarse-
grained particles with high χ. As the grain size of magnetic minerals in basalt is related to the cooling rate
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of the lava [Till et al., 2011; Worm and
Jackson, 1999], the cooling rate for
the unweathered basalt of the LZ
was higher than that for the UZ.

As discussed above, the magnetic
enhancement in the SMZ is attri-
buted mainly to SP particles from
volcanic ash. Magnetic enhancement
in the UZ is due largely to the accu-
mulation of SP particles during
pedogenesis but in the LZ is attri-
buted to both SP and SD particles.
For the Quaternary loess/paleosol
and underlying Pliocene red clay
sequences on the CLP, magnetic
enhancement is attributed to the

accumulation of pedogenic SP and SD Mgt (Mgh), which has a fairly uniform GSD [Liu et al., 2004, 2007;
Nie et al., 2007, 2008]. In the subtropical region (Zhejiang Province, eastern China), which has a MAP of
1100mm/yr and MAT of 15.4°C, the Xiashu loess is also magnetically dominated by SD and SP Mgt (Mgh)
and has a similar pedogenic environment to that of loess on the CLP [Zhang et al., 2007]. However, C. Liu
et al. [2012] investigated the magnetic properties of Xuancheng (MAP of 1400mm/yr) and Qiliting (MAP of
1300mm/yr) red soils in southeast China and found that vermiculated samples (χ of ~20× 10�8m3 kg�1)
are low in fine-grained pedogenic Mgh and high in Hm, as compared with nonvermiculated samples. They
further demonstrated that magnetic reduction of vermiculated samples was caused by iron dissolution
and the transformation of highly magnetic Mgh to weakly magnetic Hm during a climate with high tempera-
ture and dry seasons combined with high precipitation.

Magnetic data for the parent material (blue star, CM-44.7) fall in the lower left parts of scatterplots except for
the correlation between HIRM and S-ratio (Figure 8), indicating that new ferrimagnetic and antiferromagnetic
minerals were formed during pedogenesis. However, the magnetic enhancement in the UZ and LZ differs
from that of the loess/paleosol and red clay sequences discussed above. χ values are significantly enhanced
in the UZ and LZ and much higher than those in loess and red clay. HIRM, proxy of Hm content, shows a simi-
lar pattern of variations as χ values. These results are attributed mainly to the parent basalt with a high iron
content and the tropical climate with high precipitation (temperature). The degree of magnetic enhance-
ment also differs between the UZ and LZ. The UZ contains more Hm and SP Mgt (Mgh) but less SD Mgt
(Mgh) than the LZ (Table 1). As shown in Figures 8g–8i, pedogenic ferrimagnets (particularly SD Mgh) were
transformed into Hm in the UZ. However, in the LZ, pedogenic SP and SD Mgh covaries with Hm
(Figures 8h and 8i).

Parent material, topography, organisms, time, and climate are the five factors that determine soil properties
[Jenny, 1941]. The parent material of the UZ and LZ has the same geochemical origin. The topography that
formed both the UZ and LZ was subdued and flat. Organisms are generally associated with climate, and time
is not an important factor in this study, as basalt is easily weathered, particularly in tropical regions. Therefore,
climate is likely to be the dominant factor controlling the magnetic mineralogy of the UZ and LZ.

Dearing et al. [1996a] proposed that water activity and intense leaching influence the end-product of SFMs in
soils on local scales. Our study area is located in a tropical region with a monsoonal climate. The wet seasons
favor the formation of ferrihydrite that is the precursor to SP Mgh [Barrón and Torrent, 2002; Cornell and
Schwertmann, 2003; Dearing et al., 1996a]. The high temperature and seasonal drying favors the conversion
of SD Mgh to Hm [Cornell and Schwertmann, 2003; Torrent et al., 2006]. The UZ has a higher concentration of
Hm and SP Mgt (Mgh) than the LZ, indicating that the former experienced higher precipitation and tempera-
ture than the latter.

A new pathway for Mgh formation has been proposed for magnetic enhancement in aerobic soils:
ferrihydrite→ SP maghemite→ SD maghemite→ hematite [Barrón and Torrent, 2002; Michel et al., 2010;
Torrent et al., 2006]. This pathway links the paragenesis of Mgh and Hm in soil and is further supported by

Figure 9. PAAS-normalized REE distributions for selected samples. The red
color represents the UZ samples, the purple color denotes the SMZ sam-
ples, and the black color denotes the LZ samples. The blue line is for the
parent material. PAAS refers to post-Archean Australian shale [Nance and
Taylor, 1976].
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the strong correlation between Hm content and χFD. The Hm/χFD ratio is controlled by climate and weather-
ing intensity and tends to increase with decreasing rainfall in Russian steppe soils [Torrent et al., 2006]. Liu
et al. [2013] found that χFD and HIRM values (proxies of pedogenic Mgh and Hm, respectively) are linearly cor-
related in modern soil profiles. The best fit slope for χFD-HIRM first increases and then decreases with increas-
ingMAP (threshold of ~1000mm/yr). Mgh is formed faster than Hmwhen theMAP is under this threshold but
is easily dissolved (altered) and/or converted to Hm when the MAP is higher than the threshold. Cornell and
Schwertmann [2003] suggested that Hm is more difficult to dissolve and/or alter than Mgh in soil. As the MAP
keeps increasing, the net production of Mgh decreases, whereas Hm gradually accumulates. Finally, when the
MAP reaches a certain value, the net production of Mgh becomes negative and Hm will increase with
decreasing Mgh. Notably, high temperatures favor the formation of Hm. Since the UZ experienced higher
precipitation as well as temperature compared with the LZ during pedogenesis, HIRM negatively correlates
with χFD (ARM) in the UZ but positively correlates with χFD (ARM) in the LZ (Figures 8h and 8i).

In the LZ, χFD is strongly correlated with ARM (R2 = 0.85), suggesting that the relative concentration of SP and
SD particles produced during pedogenesis was constant. A significant correlation between ARM and χFD
commonly exists in loess/paleosol sequences on the CLP and modern soils formed under aerobic conditions
with temperate MAP [Q. Liu et al., 2012]. When the MAP is high, SFMs will be dissolved (altered) and/or con-
verted into Hm, thereby causing the poor correlation between χFD and ARM in the UZ (Figure 8d). In the LZ,
SP and SD particles have a similar formation rate with magnetic enhancement, whereas in the UZ, the
production rate of SP particles is higher than that of SD particles (Figure 8e). Long et al. [2015] reported that
χFD/χARM ratios increase rapidly with low χ (~100–1000× 10�8m3 kg�1) but remain constant at high χ
(~1000–3000× 10�8m3 kg�1) in red Ferralsols. However, the different formation rate between SP and SD
particles is controlled mainly by water content, temperature, and Fe supply in the soil. The SP particles are
formed from precursor ferrihydrite, and then slowly grow into SD particles [Barrón and Torrent, 2002;
Michel et al., 2010; Torrent et al., 2006]. Ferrihydrite is metastable and is found mainly in soils that are wet
but well drained with micropores [Dearing et al., 1996a; Torrent et al., 2006]. Aging experiments conducted
on two-line phosphate ferrihydrite at 150 and 175°C revealed that the formation rate of SP Mgh is much
higher than that of SD Mgh; the average grain size of aged samples is <20 nm in 90 of 120 days (150°C) or
12 of 14 h (175°C) [Liu et al., 2008; Michel et al., 2010]. When ferrihydrite is sufficiently abundant in soil with
a relatively high water content (not saturated), the concentration of SP Mgh is much higher than that of
SD Mgh, resulting in χFD/ARM showing a rapid increase with χ. Otherwise, χFD/ARM remains relatively con-
stant and low with increasing χ (Figure 8e).

The conversion of relatively large SD Mgh particles to Hm in the UZ caused the remaining Mgh particles to
become smaller. The ARM/SIRM best fit slope for the UZ is higher than that for the SMZ and LZ, indicating
the smallest grain size of magnetic particles above the SP (Figure 8f). Liu et al. [2016] reported that the
Sanmenxia loess generally has finer-grained pedogenic magnetic particles than the Luochuan loess because
Sanmenxia is in the southeast of Luochuan and experienced higher precipitation and temperature. The rea-
son for the humid and warm climate during the formation of the UZ remains unclear due to a lack of age data.
Nevertheless, two possible mechanisms might be responsible for the humid and warm climate. One is that
the climate changed from a glacial to interglacial period during the initial stage of UZ formation. The second
is that the climate during the formation of the UZ was affected by CO2 emitted by volcanic eruptions. Since
the active volcanism occurred in the Lei-Qiong area during the Pleistocene, the continuous emission of CO2

may have affected local climate by increasing temperature and precipitation. Further geochemical and paleo-
magnetic studies on this region may help to distinguish between these two possibilities.

5. Conclusions

Magnetic enhancement in the SMZ is attributed mainly to SP Mgt (Mgh) with two GSDs. The major fraction of
SP particles originated from volcanic ash with an approximately normal volume distribution and average
grain size of ~19 nm. The minor SP fraction is of pedogenic origin with a fixed GSD and average grain size just
above the SP/SD threshold. The identification of volcanic ash in the red soil suggests that the Quaternary
basalt in northern Hainan Island was not formed by continuous volcanic eruptions. The originally unweath-
ered basalt of the UZ cooled more slowly and had a coarser magnetic grain size than that of the LZ. In addi-
tion, the magnetic enhancement of the UZ and LZ is attributed to the formation of SP and SD Mgt (Mgh)
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during pedogenesis. The high concentration of Hm and SP Mgt (Mgh) in the UZ indicates that the UZ experi-
enced higher precipitation and temperature than the LZ during pedogenesis.
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